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Abstract 
The study of Knobe effect is a breakthrough in the field of moral judgment. It 
uncovers the asymmetry of intentionality judgment and moral judgment. Thus the 
further study of it has showed its great significance. Based on questionnaire survey 
and statistical analysis, we figure out that there is also an asymmetry of intentionality 
judgment among Chinese participants. And whether or not the agent has the intention 
to help/harm the environment does not influence the participants’ intentionality 
judgment. Based on previous study, we noticed that the factor of gender has ignored 
in the study of Knobe effect. Therefore we added and reached some interesting 
conclusions. First, the Knobe effect stands out in female group in comparison with 
male group. Second, the participants’ intentionality judgment is actually influenced by 
major, birthplace and moral responsibility judgment etc. While the participants’ moral 
responsibility judgment is influenced by gender and intentionality judgment. But the 
influence is not stable. The reason is the regulating effect of gender. Third, the further 
statistical analysis shows that intentionality judgment separates from moral 
responsibility judgment in male group, while the two influence each other in female 
group. And for female, moral responsibility judgment influences more on 
intentionality judgment which confirmed the theory of moral responsibility judgment 
explaining the Knobe effect. 
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② 引用自杜晓晓，郑全全.诺布效应及其理论解释[J].心理科学进展，2010（18）：91-96. 
③引用自 Edouard Machery. The Folk Concept of Intentional Action: Philosophical and Experimental 
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